
HRNZ KEY STATISTICS - 2016/17 SEASON
as at 31 October 2016

KPI 2015/16
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 Last Year
Actual

% Change
from LY Comment Status

Total totalisator races 492 455 2,595 -7.52% One less race held than that scheduled in dates calendar.

Total number of starts 5,013 4,710 27,749 -6.04% Reflective of less races as planned per dates calendar.

Average field size 10.2 10.4 10.7 1.60% Encouraging start with Auckland, Southland regions up.  Possible reflection of new stakes programmes in these
regions.  Watching brief on Otago region though only few meetings YTD.  CD also subject to a slow start.

Total number of individual starters 1,339 1,358 3,034 1.42% Encouraging this is up for first time in recent years.

Average starts per horse 3.74 3.47 9.15 -7.36% Drop compared to LY.  To be monitored over coming months for trends.

# Races < 8 starters 53 44 254 -16.98% Positive start, reflection of fuller fields.

Average winning dividend $8.24 $6.97 $7.72 -15.41% Early grass track racing LY with upsets impacted on this for comparative purposes.  Favourites' domination in
feature races also impacting here.

# Races favourite < $2.00 151 115 791 -23.84% See comments above.  Impact of "Points System" in northern region potential factor here and fuller fields
overall.

# Races favourite < $1.50 63 42 284 -33.33% See comments above.

Fixed Odds Yield (%) 11.9 13.7 11.5 15.10% Very positive start to season.   Has come back slightly in recent weeks with favourites' domination at feature
meetings.

Off-course turnover ($000) 23,964 25,128 136,479 4.86% Encouraging start.  Up 2% on 3% less races.

On-course turnover ($000) 1,941 1,971 14,365 1.55% Positive results in recent weeks, with NZMTC KPC and Kaikoura recording positive results.

Fixed odds turnover ($000) 14,150 13,588 80,696 -3.97% Stabilised in line with reduction in races - average per race slightly up.

Total domestic turnover ($000) 40,055 40,687 231,540 1.58% Encouraging start given race numbers down 7%.

Exported turnover ($000) 23,812 25,121 133,212 5.50%       as at 23 October 2016.  Positive result especially given less races held compared to LY.

Domestic market share T/O (%) 22.1 24.4 28.1 10.41% Positive start largely at expense of both other codes.

Domestic market share GBM (%) 23.1 25.8 27.9 11.69% Improved yield on FOB has further enhanced this, largely at expense of thoroughbreds whose yield for YTD is
low for them at 10.3%.

Combined market share GBM (%) 17.7 17.8 19.9 0.56% See above.  Growth in overseas greyhounds and harness FOB due to NZRB taking these now on most Australian
races.  Growth in Australian greyhounds FOB of concern and out-performing Australian harness.

Total stakes ($000) 4,428 4,384 29,294 -0.99% Stakes down almost 1% but on 7.5% less races.  Southland and Auckland key factors in positive trends here.

Average net stakes per race ($) 8,972 9,615 10,969 7.17% See comments above.

Races starting on time %
(within 60 seconds of scheduled time)

57.4% 53.8% 51.7% -6.25% In line with LY.  Improvement here over the season encouraging.  Still room for improvement.
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